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In the darkness far out to sea, Hashem al-Souki can’t see his
neighbours but he can hear them scream. It’s partly his fault.
ey are two African women – perhaps from Somalia, but
now is not the time to ask – and Hashem is spreadeagled on
top of them. His limbs dig into theirs. ey want him to
move, fast, and so would he. But he can’t – several people
are sprawled on top of him, and there’s possibly another layer
above them. Dozens are crammed into this wooden dinghy.
If anyone tries to shift, a smuggler kicks them back into
place. ey don’t want the crammed boat to overbalance,
and then sink.

It is perhaps eleven at night, but Hashem can’t be certain.
He’s losing track of time, and of place. Earlier in the even -
ing, on a beach at the northernmost tip of Egypt, he and his
companions were herded into this little boat. Now that boat
is who-knows-where, bobbing along in the pitch darkness,
lurching in the waves, somewhere in the south-eastern
Mediterranean. And its passengers are screaming.

Some of the screams are in Arabic, some not. ere are
people from across Africa here, others from across the Middle
East. ere are Palestinians, Sudanese and Somalians. And
Syrians, like Hashem. ey want to get to northern Europe:
Sweden, Germany, or anywhere that offers them a better
 future than their collapsed homelands. For that distant
hope they are risking this boat trip to the Italian coast. All
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being well, they should reach Italy in five or six days. But,
for now, Hashem doesn’t know if he’ll survive the night. Or
if anyone will.

An hour passes. ey reach a second boat, a bigger one,
and then a third, bigger still. At each new vessel, the smug-
glers toss them over the side like bags of potatoes. Now they
have a bit more space, but they’re soaked. ey had to wade
through the waves to get to the dinghy, and the second boat
was full of water. eir clothes drenched, they shiver. And
they retch. e person squeezed to his left pukes all over
Hashem. Then Hashem pays the favour forward, spewing
all over the person to his right. He looks up, and realises
everyone’s at it; everyone’s clothes are caked in other people’s
vomit. Each has paid more than $2000 to spew over fellow
refugees. ‘It’s a vomiting party,’ Hashem thinks to himself.



Perhaps the most extraordinary part of this scene is just how
ordinary it has become. The world is currently witnessing
the biggest wave of mass migration since the Second World
War – and the most dramatic example of this phenomenon
is occurring in the Mediterranean sea. In 2014 and 2015,
around 1.2 million people crossed the Mediterranean in
 leaking boats like this one.1 e European Union believes
that between 2016 and 2018 over 3 million more could fol-
low in their wake, as civil wars in Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq
push an unprecedented number of people towards Europe.
For years, the burden of the global refugee crisis has largely
been borne by the developing world, which the UN says is
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home to 86 per cent of refugees. Now Europe is also waking
up to the crisis. 

Migration to Europe is by no means new. African migrants
have long tried to reach Spain from Morocco, or the Canary
Islands from Senegal. For years, Libya, Turkey and Egypt
have been springboards for people hoping to get to Italy,
Greece and Bulgaria. But never before have migrants come
in such extraordinarily high numbers.

To begin with, in 2014, the spike was driven mainly by
Syrians, Eritreans and sub-Saharan Africans. Back then, they
sailed mainly to Italy from Libya (as law and order there
broke down in the aftermath of the Arab Spring), and to a
lesser extent from Egypt. Some 170,000 reached Italy in
2014, nearly triple the previous record.2 In 2015, sub -
Saharan refugees continued to leave from Libya and Egypt
at almost the same record rate as during the previous sum-
mer. But the game-changer in that year was Greece, which
overtook Italy as the most popular gateway to Europe.
Changing visa restrictions for Syrian refugees meant they
could no longer  easily reach north Africa, and the war in
Libya meant they no longer wanted to. So they began
 departing en masse from Turkey to the Greek islands, along
with émigrés from an  increasingly unstable Afghanistan and
Iraq. Tiny islands that had previously been sleepy holiday
hideaways on the fringes of the Aegean sea were turned
overnight into the ground zero of the Middle Eastern refugee
crisis. Already struggling with an economic meltdown, the
Greeks were utterly unprepared.

Suddenly, a problem that was once just a western Euro-
pean one became a challenge for eastern Europe too. In
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2015, more than 850,000 refugees left Turkish shores3 – and
the vast majority marched northwards through the Balkans,
all in the hope of reaching the safety and stability of northern
Europe. Hungary, which only five years earlier had seen just
2,400 migrants cross its southern borders,4 suddenly had to
deal with a hundred times that number. Its government
 eventually erected a fence along its southern flank. When
people re-routed into Croatia, the Hungarians built a second
barrier along their Croatian border too.

For the rest of the European Union the crisis created div -
isions of a more metaphorical kind. Italy and Greece saw no
reason why they should cope with such a huge wave of
 immigrants by themselves, and tried various ways of getting
the rest of Europe to share the burden. First the Italians and
Greeks simply waved many refugees on with a nudge and a
wink, instead of encouraging every boat arrival to settle on
Italian or Greek soil, as required by current EU rules known
as the Dublin treaties. en they tried the negotiating table,
attempting to persuade their neighbours to take in the mi-
grants voluntarily. But throughout months of endless and
fruitless conferences and summits, most other EU countries
refused to relieve the Greeks and Italians of more than a
token few migrants. In the autumn, European governments
 finally agreed to a deal that would see 120,000 migrants
taken off the hands of the frontline states and shared among
the rest of the continent. For the wonks in Brussels, it was
seen as a small victory, and the creation of an important
precedent. But in reality it was a pitiful response. e
120,000 amounted to around a ninth of the total that
reached Italy and Greece in 2015,5 making the so-called
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deal almost meaningless. One of the EU’s key founding
principles – solidarity among member states – seemed to
have  vanished. 

As the year went on, more and more countries erected
fences along their borders to direct the flow of refugees, and
a few threatened to seal their borders entirely. In the process,
they endangered another value central to the EU’s soul – the
concept of free movement between mainland European
countries, a principle that had first been enshrined with great
fanfare by the Schengen agreement of 1985 and which is still
considered one of the greatest achievements of the European
project. Along with the simultaneous fallout from the Greek
economic meltdown, the migration crisis had become one
of the biggest threats to the cohesion of the European Union
in the organisation’s history.

It was also one of the most unnecessary. In a way, the
refugee crisis is something of a misnomer. ere is a crisis,
but it’s one caused largely by our response to the refugees,
rather than by the refugees themselves. e figure 850,000
sounds like a lot – and in terms of historic migration to
 Europe it is. But this is only about 0.2 per cent of the EU’s
total population of roughly 500 million, an influx that the
world’s richest continent can feasibly absorb, if – and only
if – it’s handled properly. ere are countries whose social
 infrastructure is at breaking point because of the refugee crisis
– but they mostly aren’t in Europe. e most obvious
 example is Lebanon, which in 2015 housed just under 1.2
million Syrian refugees within a total population of roughly
4.5  million.6 at’s one in five people – a ratio that European
leaders should have been embarrassed by.
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Sadly, they weren’t. Instead, they flailed for a response
that would create the appearance of solving the boat crisis,
without doing anything that would actually make it more
manageable. ey ended full-scale rescue operations in the
southern Mediterranean, arguing that their existence was the
reason so many people were risking the sea routes. en they
reinstated them, once it was clear that people were coming
anyway. Next, they settled on a far-fetched military strategy,
promising to attack the Libyan smugglers with naval ships.
Inevitably, it was a failure.

With each desperate scheme, politicians repeatedly ignored
the reality of the situation – namely that, whether they are
welcomed or not, people will keep coming. As a result, the
politicians failed to realise that there is no easy way of blocking
the migrants’ passage, only a means of managing it better. Had
they created an organised system of mass resettlement from
the Middle East, and had this kind of scheme got going fast
enough, and on a large enough scale, Europe might have been
able to curb the most chaotic aspects of the crisis. Such a
scheme would have given many migrants an incentive to stay
put in the Middle East for the short term, and to place their
faith in the formal processes of resettlement. is in turn
would have allowed Europe to manage their arrival in a more
methodical manner. It might have also persuaded Turkey to
do more to stop people leaving its shores – both by finally giv-
ing migrants the right to work,* and by guarding its borders
better. But, throughout 2015, no programme of this kind was
put in place – forcing hundreds of thousands of people to take

[8]
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the only option left to them: to sail to Greece by themselves.
It was a perfect storm in which refugees had no reason to stay
put; Middle Eastern countries had no reason to prevent them
from leaving; and Europe no means of blocking their path.

e mess reached its nadir in the aftermath of the Paris
attacks in November 2015. Two of the nine assailants were
revealed to have probably arrived in Greece a month earlier
in a boatload of refugees. Panicking, some commentators and
politicians called for the door to be shut entirely on refugees,
fearing that their arrival put the continent at risk. Such para-
noia was understandable and predictable – but ultimately
 illogical. For a start, this was the reaction that the terrorists
had hoped to spark: definitive ‘proof ’ of the West’s moral
decay, and therefore a powerful recruiting tool for Isis.

 Second: even if Europe wanted to pull up the drawbridge, it
hasn’t been able to in the past, and is no better placed to do
so now. Europe is not Australia, a country that – rightly or
wrongly – has been able to ‘stop the boats’. Australia and
 Indonesia lie hundreds of miles apart; Europe’s eastern shores
are just five or six miles from Turkey. 

ere are obvious security concerns inherent in the passage
to Greece of thousands of undocumented people. But the
only way of mitigating these concerns would have been, for
the reasons outlined above, to provide legal, orderly entry to
significant numbers of them. Such a move would have
 decreased the flow across the Aegean, and consequently could
have made it easier to monitor and control who was entering
Europe. But no one had the vision to think this far ahead.
Instead, fear of social meltdown was used to excuse inertia –
fear that became its own self-fulfilling prophecy.

                                                                               [9]
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Amid all this handwringing, refugees continued to cross the
sea in record numbers – and to die in record numbers. Just to
reach the boat in the first place, most of them had been on a
journey that deserves to be considered a contemporary
Odyssey. At a time when travel is for many easy and anodyne,
their voyages through the Sahara, the Balkans, or across the
Mediterranean – on foot, in the holds of wooden fishing
boats, on the backs of land cruisers – are almost as epic as that
of classical heroes such as Aeneas and Odysseus. I’m wary of
drawing too strong a link, but there are nevertheless obvious
parallels. Just as both those ancient men fled a conflict in the
Middle East and sailed across the Aegean – so too will many
migrants today. Today’s sirens are the smugglers with their
empty promises of safe passage, the violent border guard a
contemporary Cyclops. ree millennia after their classical
forebears created the founding myths of the European con -
tinent, today’s voyagers are writing a new narrative that will
influence Europe, for better or worse, for years to come.

is book is about who these voyagers are. It’s about why
they keep coming, and how they do it. It’s about the smug-
glers who help them on their way, and the coastguards who
rescue them at the other end. e volunteers that feed them,
the hoteliers that house them, and the border agents trying
to keep them out. And the politicians looking the other way. 

Based on interviews and encounters in seventeen countries
across three continents, it tells the story of both the Mediter-
ranean crossing and the crossing of what aid workers call
Libya’s second sea, the sea of the Sahara – and then the on-
wards march through Europe. It’s reported from the hideouts
of Berber smugglers, and the ports of Sicily; from the railways
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of western Europe, and the footpaths of the Balkans. Along
the way, it’s a critique of Europe’s handling of the migration
crisis, and an argument for how it could be handled better.
e crisis will be with us in some form for several years to
come; in this book, I want to recount what happened in
2015, the year that it reached unprecedented proportions,
and what we can learn from it.

ere’s a bit of me in there too: towards the start of 2015,
before migration became the year’s defining European issue,
my editor had the foresight to make me the Guardian’s first-
ever migration correspondent. We didn’t know this at the
time, but it was a role that would allow me to witness the
 migration crisis in more breadth and depth than most. It was
a job of absurd privilege. In one memorable week I went from
the Sahara desert to the middle of the Mediterranean to the
border of Hungary. In another I crossed nine borders while
up to 1,300 other people drowned trying to cross just one.
In among everything else, this book will occasionally deal
with my own unlikely migrations, as I follow those of others.

Above all, The New Odyssey is the story of someone else
entirely: a Syrian called Hashem al-Souki. Every other chap-
ter (or thereabouts) is about Hashem’s quest for safety. His
very personal narrative is juxtaposed with the narrative of the
wider crisis, allowing us to cycle between the journey of an
individual and that of the continent he passes through. Why
Hashem in particular? He’s no freedom fighter or superhero.
He’s just an ordinary Syrian. But that’s why I want to tell his
story. It’s the story of an everyman, in whose footsteps any
of us could one day tread.
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Shivering in the vomit of others, tonight is just the latest
 indignity of Hashem’s three-year odyssey. He’s a bulky forty-
year-old with a gentle smile, whose greying hair makes him
seem older than he is. He first left his home in Damascus in
April 2012, and all that remains of his house is the key in his
pocket. e rest was blown up by the Syrian army.

He thinks of his children – Osama, Mohamed and
Milad – far away in Egypt. He’s doing this journey so they
don’t have to. So that his boys and their mum, Hayam, can
be legally reunited with him if he reaches the other side –
and if he later reaches Sweden.

His country destroyed, Hashem reckons his hopes and
dreams are over. But his children’s are still worth dying for.
‘I’m risking my life for something bigger, for ambitions
 bigger than this,’ he tells me before he leaves. ‘If I fail, I fail
alone. But, by risking this, I might achieve a dream for three
children: my children – and maybe my grandchildren as well.’

He thinks especially of Osama, the oldest. Today, 15 April
2015, is Osama’s birthday. Earlier this morning, Osama’s
fourteenth year began with his father crying, apologising for
his imminent departure, and then leaving in the knowledge
that the pair might never speak again.
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